Price Guide

Basic Session (up to 30 minutes shoot time, one
outfit/one location or set):
Deposit of $275 covers shoot and editing fees and
you are given a link to download approximately 8
digital images.
********
Extended Session (up to one hour, one change of
clothes allowed, up to 2 locations or sets):
Deposit of $400 covers shoot and editing fees and
you are given a link to download approximately 15
digital images.
********
Luxe Session (up to two hours. Up to 4 outfits and
locations or sets. Can also be split into two one-hour
sessions):
Deposit of $550 covers shoot and editing fees and
you are given a link to download approximately 30
digital images.
********
Senior Session Bonus: High-school seniors can
purchase any of the above sessions. There is a
bonus for any seniors that purchase the Luxe
Session. They are eligible to add on as many
Extended Sessions as they want, until the day they
graduate, for an additional $50. (That is a savings of
$350 per session.) This allows for all seasons and
highlights of their special year to be documented.
This can also include a family session of up to 8
people.
********
Seniorista/Juniorista Program: This is a program for
high-schoolers that love being in front of the camera.
The cost for seniors is the cost of a Luxe Session plus
$200, for a total cost of $750. The cost for
underclassmen is the cost of an Extended Session
plus $200, for a total of $600. The extra $200
covers a minimum of four additional shoots (usually
more). Ask for more details and how to apply.
********
Newborn/Babies Under 6 months (up to two hours.
Number of outfit changes and set changes varies
depending on how the baby does.)
Deposit of $450 covers shoot and editing fees and a
link to download up to 20 digital images. There may
be fewer images available, depending on baby’s
patience for portraits.
********
The Bloom Package is for expectant families that
want to document the many stages of pregnancy with
multiple photo shoots. Ask for the separate price
guide.
********
The Little Fawn Plan documents the first year of
baby’s life. A maternity session can be included or
omitted. Ask for the separate price guide.

Add-Ons to the Sessions:
Gift Prints (Your choice of 4x6, 5x7, 8x10 or 8
wallets):
12 prints, 5 poses, $150
6 prints, 3 poses, $110
2 prints, 1 pose, $45
Gallery Wraps (Canvases):
40x30, $600
20x30, $475
16x20, $400
11x14, $300
8x12, $240
8x10, $200
Canvas Lay-Flat Albums, approx. 30 images:
8x8, $400
8.5x11, $475
10x10, $510
Curved Metal Images:
5x7, $100
8x10, $150
Custom-Designed Cards/Announcements/Invitations:
5x7, 2-sided:
25, $100
50, $175
75, $225
100, $275
Greeting-Card Style, 5x7, 4 sides:
25, $175
50, $225
75, $275
100, $325
Digital Images:

10 images, $10 each
3-9 images, $20 each
2 images, $50 for both
1 image, $30
We offer many more sizes, options, and items. If
what you are looking for is not on this add-on list, be
sure and ask about it.

